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FIG. 9
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FIG. 11
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FIG. 12
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FIG. 14

Mixed CAZAC sequence having length of single CAZAC sequence

El CAZAC1 sequence of 0 CAZAC2 sequence of 1
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FIG. 16
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1
METHOD OF TRANSMITTING DATA IN A

MOBILE COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

This application is the National Stage filing under 35
U.S.C. §371 of International Application No. PCT."KR07/
02784, filed on Jun. 8, 2007, which claims the benefit of
earlier filing date and right of priority to Korean Application
Nos. 10-2006-0052167, filed on Jun. 9, 2006, and 10-2006-
0057488, filed on Jun. 26, 2006.

TECHNICAL FIELD

The present invention relates to a mobile communication
system, and more particularly, to a method of expanding a
code sequence, a structure of a random access charmel and a
method of transmitting data in a mobile communication sys-
tem.

BACKGROUND ART

A user equipment uses a random access channel (RACH)
to access a network in a state that the user equipment is not
uplink synchronized with a base station. A signal having
repetitive characteristic in a time domain is used in the ran-
dom access channel, so that a receiver easily searches a start
position of a transmission signal. In general, the repetitive
characteristic is realized by repetitive transmission of a pre-
amble.

A representative example of a sequence for realizing the
preamble includes a CAZAC (ConstantAmplitude Zero Auto
Correlation) sequence. The CAZAC sequence is expressed by
a Dirac-Delta function in case of auto-correlation and has a

constant value in case of cross-correlation. In this respect, it
has been estimated that the CAZAC sequence has excellent
transmission characteristics. However, the CAZAC sequence
has limitation in that maximum N—1 number of sequences
can be used for a sequence having a length of N. For this
reason, a method for increasing available bits ofthe sequence
while maintaining the excellent transmission characteristics
is required.

Meanwhile, there are provided various methods for trans-
mitting data from a random access channel by using the
CAZAC sequence. Of them, the first method is to directly
interpret CAZAC sequence ID to message information.
Assuming that data to be transmitted is a preamble, if a
sufficient number of sequences that can be used as the pre-
amble are provided, message passing can be performed with
only CAZAC sequence ID without additional manipulation.
However, since a method of transmitting additional inforrna-
tion should be considered in an actual synchronized RACH,
problems occur in that there is difliculty in realizing a suffi-
cient number ofCAZAC sequence sets, and the cost required
for search of a receiver increases.

The second method is to simultaneously transmit CAZAC
sequence and Walsh sequence by using a code division mul-
tiplexing (CDM) mode. In this case, CAZAC sequence ID is
used as user equipment identification information, and the
I/Valsh sequence transmitted in the CDM mode is interpreted
as message information. FIG. 1 is a block schematic View
illustrating a transmitter for realizing the second method.
However, the second method has limitation in that even

though the Walsh sequence is added to the CAZAC sequence,
bits of message that can additionally be obtained are only
log2N bits when the Walsh sequence has a length of N.
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The third method is to transmit CAZAC sequence and
Walsh sequence in such a way to mix the Walsh sequence with
the CAZAC sequence. In this case, CAZAC sequence ID is
used as user equipment identification information, and the
Walsh sequence is interpreted as message information. FIG. 2
is a block diagram illustrating a data processing procedure at
a transmitter for realizing the third method. However, accord-
ing to the third method, since the Walsh sequence acts as noise
in detection of the CAZAC sequence to cause difficulty in
detecting sequence ID, there is limitation in that repetitive
sequences should be transmitted to prevent the Walsh
sequence from acting as noise in detection of the CAZAC
sequence.

The fourth method is to either give orthogonality between
blocks constituting a corresponding sequence by multiplying
an exponential term by a CAZAC sequence or directly apply
data modulation such as DPSK, DQPSK, DSPSK, etc. In this
case, CAZAC sequence ID is used as user equipment identi-
fication information, and the modulated sequence is demodu-
lated and then used as message information. FIG. 3A illus-
trates data modulation according to the former method ofthe
fourth method, and FIG. 3B illustrates data modulation
according to the latter method of the fourth.

Furthermore, the fifih method is to transmit CAZAC
sequence by attaching a message part to the CAZAC
sequence. FIG. 4A illustrates the case where a message
(coded bit) is attached to the CAZAC sequence used as a
preamble, and FIG. 4B illustrates the case where a message
(coded bit) is attached to a sequence consisting of a predeter-
mined number of blocks to which orthogonality is given.

However, the fourth method and the fifth method have a
problem in that they are susceptible to change of charmel
condition.

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION

Accordingly, the present invention has been suggested to
substantially obviate one or more problems due to limitations
and disadvantages of the related art, and an object of the
present invention is to provide a method of transmitting and
receiving message between a user equipment and a base
station by using a long sequence to maximize time/frequency
diversity and alleviating performance attenuation due to
channel.

Another object of the present invention is to provide a
method of transmitting data through a code sequence in a
mobile communication system, in which the quantity of data
can be increased and the transmitted data becomes robust to

noise or channel change.
Still another object of the present invention is to provide a

method of suggesting a structure of an efficient random
access channel in a multi-carrier system.

Further still another object of the present invention is to
provide a method ofminimizing access time of a user equip-
ment to a random access channel in a mobile communication

system.
To achieve these obj eels and olher advanl.ages and in accor-

dance with the purpose of the invention, as embodied and
broadly described herein, a data transmission method through
a random access channel in a mobile communication system
comprises generating a new code by multiplying a code
sequence by an exponential sequence, and transmitting the
new code sequence to a receiving side.

In another aspect ofthe present invention, a data transmis-
sion method by using a code sequence in a mobile commu-
nication system comprises conjugating at least one element
included in at least one block ofa code sequence divided by at
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least two blocks to indicate predetermined information, and
transmitting the code sequence, in which the at least one
block is conjugated, to a receiving side.

In still another aspect ofthe present i.r1vention, a data trans-
mission method by using a code sequence in a mobile com-
munication system generating a second code sequence indi-
cating predetermined information by combining at least two
first code sequences mapped with at least one information bit,
respectively, and transmitting the second code sequence to a
receiving side.

In further still another aspect of the present invention, a
code sequence transmission method in a mobile con1n1unica-
tion system comprises generating a combination code
sequence by combining a base code sequence to at least one
code sequence obtained by circular shift of the base code
sequence, and transmitting the combination code sequence to
a receiving side.

In further still another aspect of the present invention, a
code sequence transmission method in a mobile communica-
tion system generating a repetitive code sequence by repeat-
edly concatenating a first code sequence at least one or more
times, generating a cyclic prefix (CP) by copying a certain
part of a rear end of the repetitive code sequence and concat-
enating the copied part to a front end of the repetitive code
sequence, and transmitting the repetitive code sequence, in
which lhe CP is generated, to a receiving side.

In further still another aspect of the present invention, a
method of allocating a random access charmel (RACH) in a
multi-carrier system comprises allocating a random access
channel to each of at least two consecutive frames in a way
that frequency bands ofthe random access channels allocated
to the at least two consecutive frames are not overlapped with
each other, and transmitting allocation information of the
random access channels allocated to the at least two consecu-

tive frames to at least one user equipment.
In further still another aspect of the present invention, a

data transmission method through a code sequence in a
mobile communication system mapping each ofa plurality of
blocks having at least one bit of a input data stream, respec-
tively to a corresponding signature sequence, multiplying a
signature sequence stream, to which the plurality of blocks
are mapped, by a specific code sequence, and transmitting the
signature sequence stream multiplied by the specific code
sequence to a receiving side.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 illustrates an example ofa data transmission method
through a random access channel in an OFDMA system
according to the related art;

FIG. 2 illustrates another example of a data transmission
method through a random access charmel in an OFDMA
system according to the related art;

FIG. 3A and FIG. 3B illustrate still another example of a
data transmissionmethod through a random access charmel in
an OFDMA system according to the related art;

FIG. 4A and FIG. 4B illustrate further still another example
ofa data transmission method through a random access chan-
nel in an OFDMA system according to the related art;

FIG. 5 illustrates an example of a structure of a random
access channel used iii an OFDMA system;

FIG. 6A and FIG. 6B illustrate examples of sending an
RACII signal in a time domain or a frequency domain based
on a structure of a random access charmel of FIG. 5;

FIG. 7 illustrates another example of a structure of a ran-
dom access channel used in an OFDMA system;
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FIG. 8A and FIG. 8B illustrate still another example of a
structure of a random access channel used in an OFDMA

system;
FIG. 9 illustrates a structure of a random access charmel

according to one embodimenl of the present. invention;
FIG. 10 illustrates a structure of a random access charmel

of a sub-frame to which RACH pilot is allocated;
FIG. 11 illustrates a repetitive structure of a preamble

according to one embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 12 is a structural view of unit data to illustrate one

embodiment ofthe present invention, which transmits data by
using a code sequence expanded through conjugation;

FIG. 13 is a flow chart illustrating a procedure ofreceiving
and decoding data transmitted in a code sequence expanded
through conjugation in accordance with one embodiment of
the present invention;

FIG. 14 is a structural view of unit data to illustrate one

embodiment ofthe present invention, which transmits data by
using a code sequence expanded through grouping;

FIG. 15 is a flow chart illustrating a procedure ofreceiving
and decoding data transmitted in a code sequence expanded
through grouping;

FIG. 16 is a structural view of unit data to illustrate one

embodiment ofthe present invention, which transmits data by
using a code sequence expanded through grouping and delay
processing;

FIG. 17 is a How charl. illustrating a procedure ofreceiving
and decoding data transmitted in a code sequence expanded
through grouping and delay processing;

FIG. 18 is a structural view of unit data to illustrate one

embodiment ofthe present invention, which transmits data by
using a code sequence expanded through PPM modulation;

FIG. 19 is a flow chart illustrating a procedure ofreceiving
and decoding data transmitted in a code sequence expanded
through PPM modulation;

FIG. 20A and FIG. 20B are flow charts illustrating a pro-
cedure of perfonning synchronization in a random access
channel in accordance with a data transmission method ofthe

present invention;
FIG. 21 illustrates a method of transmitting data to a

receiver through a signaling channel in accordance with one
embodiment of the present invention; and

FIG. 22 illustrates an example of a receiver and a transmit-
ter for transmitting a preamble and data through RACH, SCH
or other charmel in accordance with one embodiment of the

present invention.

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE
INVENTION

Hereinafter, structures, operations, and other features of
the present invention will be understood readily by the pre-
ferred embodiments of the present invention, examples of
which are illustrated in the accompanying drawings.

A random access channel (RACH) is used to allow a user
equipment to access a network in a state that the user equip-
mcnl is not uplink synchronized wilh a base sla lion. A random
access mode can be classified into an initial ranging access
mode and a periodic ranging access mode depending on an
access mode to network. According to the initial ranging
access mode, the user equipment acquires downlink synchro-
nization and first accesses a base station. According to the
periodic ranging access mode, the user equipment connected
with a network accesses the network if necessary. The initial
ranging access mode is used to allow the user equipment to
synchronize with the network while accessing the network
and receive its required ID from the network. The periodic
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ranging access mode is used to initiate a protocol to receive
data from the base station or when a packet to be transmitted
exists.

In particular, the periodic ranging access mode can be
classified into two types in the 3GPP l.'l'Il (long term evolu-
tion) system, i.e., a synchronized access mode and a non-
synchronized access mode. The synchronized access mode is
used ifan uplink signal is within a synchronization limit when
the user equipment accesses the RACH. The non-synchro-
nized access mode is used if the uplink signal is beyond the
synchronization limit. The non-synchronized access mode is
used when the user first accesses the base station or synchro-
nization update is not performed after synchronization is
performed. At this time, the synchronized access mode is the
same as the periodic ranging access mode, and is used when
the user equipment accesses the RACH for the purpose of
notifying the base station of the change status of the user
equipment and requesting resource allocation.

On the otherhand, the synchronized access mode alleviates
limitation ofa guard time in the RACH by assuming that the
user equipment does not depart from uplink synchronization
with the base station. For this reason, much more tirne-fre-
quency resources can be used. For example, a considerable
amount of messages (more than 24 bits) may be added to a
preamble sequence for random access in the synchronized
access mode so that both the preamble sequence and the
messages may be transmitted together.

A structure of the RACH, which performs a unique func-
tion of the RACH while satisfying the aforementioned syn-
chronized and non-synchronized access modes will now be
described.

FIG. 5 is a diagram illustrating an example ofa structure of
a random access channel (RACH) used in an OFDMA sys-
tem. As shown in FIG. 5, it is noted that the RACH is divided
into N number of sub-frames on a time axis and M number ol‘

frequency bands on a frequency axis depending on a radius of
a cell. Frequency in generation of the RACH is determined
depending on QoS (Quality of Service) requirements in a
medium access control (MAC) layer. In general, the RACH is
generated per certain period (several tens of milliseconds
(ms) to several hundreds ofms). In this case, frequency diver-
sity effect and time diversity effect are provided in generating
several RACHs and at the same time collision between user

equipments which access through the RACH is reduced. The
length of the sub-frame can be 0.5 ms, 1 ms, etc.

In the RACH structure as shown in FIG. 5, a random
sub-frame will be referred to as a time-frequency resource
(TFR) which is a basic unit of data transmission. FIG. 6A is a
diagram illustrating a type of sending a random access signal
to the TFR in a time domain, and FIG. 6B illustrates a type of
sending a RACH signal in a frequency domain.

As shown in FIG. 6A, if a random access signal is gener-
ated in a time domain, the original sub-frame structure is
disregarded and the signal is aligned through only the TFR.
By contrast, as shown in FIG. 6B, in case ofthe synchronized
random access mode, the sub-frame structure is maintained in
the frequency domain and at the same time a random access
signal to be transmitted to sub-carriers ofeach OFDM symbol
is generated. Accordingly, orthogonality can be maintained
between respective blocks constituting TFR, and channel
estimation can easily be performed.

FIG. 7 is a diagram illustrating another example ofa struc-
ture of RACH used in an OFDMA system. As shown in FIG.
7, it is noted that a preamble ‘b’ and a pilot ‘a’ are partially
overlapped in a TDM/'FDM mode and a TDM mode ofRACH
burst duration of an attached wideband pilot. It is also noted
that a pilot ‘a’ and a pilot ‘b’ are simultaneously overlapped
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with a preamble ‘a’ and the preamble ‘b’ in the TDM/FDM
mode and the TDM mode ofan embedded wideband pilot. In
other words, it is designed that a preamble and a pilot are
together transmitted through the RACH, so that message
decoding is easily performed through channel estimation if
message is added to the RACH. Alternatively, a wideband
pilot is used so that channel quality information (CQI) of a
total of RACH bands can be acquired in addition to a pre-
amble band of the RACH.

FIG. 8A and FIG. 8B are diagrams illustrating another
examples of a structure of the RACH used in the OFDMA
system,

As shown in FIG. 8A, a preamble is transmitted for a
predetermined time period through a frequency band, and a
short block duration is provided at a certain period so that a
pilot for decoding a preamble is transmitted to a correspond-
ing short block. At this time, the pilot transmission is per-
formed through a part of a total of frequency bands (trans-
mission through 25 sub-carriers corresponding to a middle
band of a total of 75 sub-carriers), so that tl1e pilot can be
transmitted to a specific user equipment under a multi-access
environment.

Furthermore, as shown in FIG. 8B, a message to be trans-
mitted and a pilot for decoding the message are multiplexed
and continue to be transmitted through some frequency bands
(for example, 25 middle sub-carrier bands of a total of 75
sub-carrier bands) selected from a total of frequency bands.
Accordingly, respective user equipments which perform
multi-access can be identified by allocating some frequency
bands at different frequencies.

FIG. 9 is a diagram illustrating a structure of RACH
according to one embodiment of the present invention.

Generally, frequency in generation of the RACH is deter-
mined depending on QoS requirements in a MAC layer. The
RACH is generated at a variable period (several ms to several
hundreds of ms) depending on requirements of a cell. The
RACH can be generated in a time domain or a frequency
domain as described above with reference to FIG. 6A and

FIG. 6B. In the embodiment of FIG. 9, the structure of the
RACH corresponds to the case where a random access signal
is generated in the frequency domain.

Referring to FIG. 9, in this embodiment, to overcome a
drawback of a long interval required for retry when the user
equipment fails to access the RACH, a corresponding RACH
resource is dispersed in each frame within one period if fre-
quency in generation of the RACH and the quantity of over-
head are determined. The number of frames included in one

period can freely be determined as occasion demands. At this
time, it is preferable that the RACH is divisionally arranged
so as to be uniformly distributed for each frequency band with
respect to a plurality of frames constituting one period. How-
ever, position on the time axis may be changed without
change of position on the frequency axis and vice versa
depending on specific requirements (synchronized action or
decrease of inter-cell interference) ofa cell or ifa system band
is small. Also, arrangement of any one offrequency and time
may be changed to obtain the minimum interval between the
RACHs arranged in each frame.

In the embodiment ofFIG. 9, the network should notify the
user equipment of position information of the allocated
RACH resource. In other words, the network can notify each
user equipment of frequency and time information occupied
by the RACH resource allocated for each frame included in
one period, and each user equipment can try random access
through the allocated RACH resource by using the position
information from the network. The position information of
the RACH resource of each frame can be expressed by sub-
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carrier offset, the number of sub-carriers, timing offset, and
the number of symbols. However, if the RACH information
on each frame is expressed by the above four parameters, it
may be undesirable in that the quantity ofthe information can
be increased. Accordingly, a method of decreasing the quan- 5
tity ofthe information for expressing the position information
of the RACH allocated on each frame is required. The posi-
tion information of the RACH can be transmitted through a
broadcast charmel (BCH) or other downlink control charmel.

As one method, a method using a hopping pattern may be
considered. The hopping pattern means a pattern consisting
of infonnation indicating frequency domains of the RACH
resource allocated to each frame within one period. In other
words, in the embodiment of FIG. 9, since the RACH
resource is divisionally arranged so as to be uniformly dis- 15
tributed for each fiequency band with respect to a plurality of
frames constituting one period, an indicator which indicates a
frequency band that can be allocated to each fiame as the
RACH resource is previously determined, and the frequency
band of the RACH resource allocated to each frame withi11

one period can be notified through a pattern of the indicator
which indicates a corresponding frequency band.

For example, if four frames are used as one period in a
system which uses a total ofbands of 10 MHZ, the position of
the RACH includes sub-bands having an interval of2.5 MHZ
as one RACH frequency band (band smaller than 1.25 MHz
or 2.5 Mllz). At this time, a total of bands consist of four
sub-bands, wherein the respective sub-bands are designated
by indicators, which indicate each sub-band, as 1, 2, 3 and 4
in due order from a high frequency band to a low frequency 30
band. In this way, the frequency band position information of
the RACH resource allocated to all frames within one period
can be expressed by patterns configured by the above indica-
tors, for example 2, 3, 1, 4. The hopping pattern may be
conligured differently or equally depending on each lrame.
Time information of the RACH resource allocated to each

frame within one period can generally be expressed by timing
offset and the number of symbols. At this time, at least any
one of the timing offset and the number of symbols may be
fixed to decrease the quantity of the information. For
example, if it is previously scheduled that the timing offset
and the number of symbols for the RACI I resource of each
frame are fixed, the network only needs to transmit the hop-
ping pattern to notify the user equipment of the position
information of the RACH resource of all frames within one 45

period.
If each sub-band is narrow or considering influence of

interference between user equipments, hopping patterns for
all frames may be set equally. In this case, the network only
needs to notify the user equipment of a frame period.

Hereinafter, the procedure oftransmitting uplink data from
the user equipment to the base stationby using the structure of
the RACH as shown in the embodiment of FIG. 9 will be

described. In this case, data transmission is performed
through the RACH among reverse common charmels consist-
ing of a plurality of frames.

First ofall, the user equipment tries to access the dispersed
RACH included in the current frame to transfer its informa-

tion to the base station. If the user equipment successfully
accesses the RACH, the user equipment transmits preamble
data through the corresponding RACH. However, if the user
equipment fails to access the RACH, the user equipment tries
to access the RACH divisionally arranged in the frame ofthe
next order. At this time, the RACH included in the frame of

the next order is preferably arranged in a frequency band 65
different from that of the RACH of the previous frame if the
frequency band is not sufiiciently wide or there are no specific
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requirements (inter-cell interference or limitation in action
range of user equipment). Also, the above access procedure
continues to be perfomied in the frame of the next order until
the user equipment successfully accesses the RACH.

Meanwhile, in case of the synchronized RACI I, the sub-
frame of each frame preferably includes a short block to
which a pilot for the user equipment which has accessed the
corresponding RACH is allocated. At least one RACH pilot
and access pilot may be allocated to the short block at a
predetermined pattern. In other words, the user equipment
which has accessed the RACH should know charmel infor-
mation to receive a charmel from the base station. The charmel

information may be set in RACH pilot within an uplink short
block. The base station allocates a proper channel to the user
equipment through the corresponding RACH pilot. Mean-
while, if the user equipment which accesses the RACH noti-
fies the base station of information of channel quality as to
Whether the user equipment is preferably allocated with
which channel through the RACH pilot, a favorable charmel
can be allocated to the user equipment. d.uri11g scheduling,
whereby communication of good quality can be maintained.

Accordingly, the RACH pilot that can be used for the user
equipment which accesses the RACH is separately allocated
to the sub-frame which includes RACH. Thus, the user equip-
ment which accesses the RACH sends a preamble to the base
station through the corresponding RACH and also sends a
pilot for transmission of channel quality information to the
designated RACH pilot. The RACH pilot is a sequence des-
ignated depending on a preamble, and it is preferable that the
user equipments, which use different preamble sequences,
use different RACH pilot sequences if possible or select
RACH pilot of different sub-carriers or partially overlapped
sub-carriers.

FIG. 10 is a diagram illustrating a structure of a random
access channel of a sub-frame to which the RACH pilot is
allocated. It is noted that each sub-frame includes at least one

short block to which at least one RACH pilot and access pilot
are allocated at a predetermined pattern. In this case, the
RACH pilot exists in the frequency band of the allocated
RACH and other system bands. In this embodiment, it has
been described that two short blocks exist per one frame and
the RACI I pilot is transmitted to the short blocks. I Iowever,
the present invention is not limited to such embodiment, and
various modifications can be made within the apparent range
by those skilled in the art.

As described above, it has been described that preamble,
synchronization timing information including pilot informa-
tion, uplink resource allocation information and message
such as uplink data can be transmitted through the RACH of
various structures. It will be apparent that the data transmis-
sion method according to the embodiments of the present
invention can be used in the RACH and other charmels.

Meanwhile, the preamble and the message may separately
be transmitted through the RACH. Alternatively, the message
may be transmitted by being implicitly included in the pre-
amble. One embodiment of the present invention relates to a
method of transmitting a preamble through the latter trans-
mission manner. In one embodiment of the present invention,
a code sequence more expanded than that ofthe related art can
be used for effective transmission ofthe preamble. Hereinaf-
ter, a method of improving CAZAC sequence according to
one embodiment of the present invention for effective trans-
mission of the preamble will be described.

Since the receiver should search a start position of a trans-
mission signal in the random access channel, it is generally
designed that a transmission signal has a specific pattern in a
time domain. To this end, the preamble is transmitted repeat-
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edly or a certain interval is maintained between sub-carriers
in a frequency domain to obtain repetitive characteristics in
the time domain, thereby identifying time synchronization.

In the former case, the preamble represents a reference
signal used for the purpose of initial synchronization setting,
cell detection, frequency offset, and channel estimation. In a
cellular mobile communication system, a sequence having
good cross-correlation characteristic is preferably used for
repetitive transmission of the preamble. To this end, binary
hardamard code or poly-phase CAZAC sequence may be
used. Particularly, the CAZAC sequence has been estimated
that it has excellent transmission characteristics as it is

expressed by a Dirac-Delta function in case of auto-correla-
tion and has a constant value in case of cross-correlation.

The CAZAC sequence can be classified into GCL
sequence (Equation 1) and Zadoff-Chu sequence (Equation
2) as follows.

' k /c 1 ‘ 1

c(k; N, M): exp(— ITRMIS+ )) for odd N [Equation ]
' Mk2

c(k; N, M) = cxp[— In ] for even N
' Mk k 1 ' 2

ctkz N. M) = CXPF;1; + J) for odd zv [E°‘”a"°” 1
' Mkz

c(/c; N, M) = exp[]” ] for even N

In the above Equations, it is noted that if the CAZAC
sequence has a length of N, actually available sequences are
limited to N—1 number of sequences. Accordingly, it is nec-
essary to increase the number of CAZAC sequences to effi-
ciently use them in an actual system.

For example, a method of expanding the number of avail-
able sequences by 1 is suggested by providing an improved
CAZAC sequence p(k) in such a way to multiply a CAZAC
sequence c(k) by a predetermined modulation sequence m(k).
In other words, assuming that Zadoll-Chu sequence is used as
the CAZAC sequence, the CAZAC sequence c(k), the modu-
lation sequence m(k) and the improved CAZAC sequence
p(k) can be defined by the following Equations 3, 4, and 5,
respectively.

[Equation 3]_ . _ j.’rJWk[I‘\‘. +1)
CAZ4C sequence. n:'(k, N, M) _ expT

'2 6 ‘ 4

Modulation sequence: m(/c) = exp("F {If k] [Equation ]
Improved CAZAC sequence (or improved preamble): l.-E‘1L1atl°11 5]

j7rM j2:r6
p(k) = c(k) x<m(k) = exp T/cfk + 1) + Tic

The improved CAZAC sequence p(k) maintains auto-cor-
relation and cross-correlation characteristics of the CAZAC

sequence. The following Equation 6 illustrates auto-correla-
tion characteristic ofp(k), and it is noted from the Equation 6
that the final result is a Dirac-delta function. In particular, if
the modulation sequence m(k) is a sequence having a certain
phase, it is characterized in that the modulation sequence
m(k) always maintains the auto-correlation characteristic.
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mm) = Z exp(%(k + d)(/c + d + 1) + $02 + d)) [E‘1“afi°“ 6]

2:rM
N (Zdk +d(d + 1)) + $2!)

a)Z exp(j’;VM (Zdk + am + 1)))/(

Furthermore, the following Equation 7 illustrates cross-
correlation characteristic of p(k).

' ' '2. 5 ‘ i 7

r.'(/‘((1) = Z exp(}L(A7]+1) (It + d)(k + (1 + l) + LN: (/c + (1')) I"-F1-ludtmn ]k

j7rM _ j2m5
exp —Tk(k+ l_l — Tk

= 2exp(%(k +d](k +51 + 1))k

. ., 6

cxp[%(k+d_)(/(+d+1)+ %uc+d))
jnM , j27r6

exp —Tk(k+1_l— Tk

= 2exp(%(k +d](k + a + 1))k

' '2m5

cxp[% (2dk + M + 1)) + ”Td)

= exp{%d(d +1))Z exp(%(/c + d)(k + 4 + 1))

eXp[ j27rdM k]N

[11 this case, although [Equation 7 seems to be similar to
Equation 6, it is noted that in View of summation term, auto-
correlation is expressed by sum of exponential but cross-
correlation is expressed by the product oftwo sequences. The
first term is another CAZAC sequence ofwhich seed value is
x, and the second term is a simple exponential function. The
sum of the product of two sequences is equal to obtaining a
coeflicient of the exponential function, and its value is equal
to a value obtained by converting the CAZAC sequence of
which seed value is X into a frequency domain and extracting
a value from the frequency position of exponential.

Since the CAZAC sequence has auto-correlation of Dirac-
delta characteristic, ifit undergoes Fourier transform, it main-
tains auto-correlation characteristic of Dirac-delta of a con-

stant amplitude even in the transformed area. For this reason,
if values of specific positions are extracted from the fre-
quency domain, their sizes are 1 and equal to each other but
their phases are different from each other. Accordingly, ifthis
result is added to the Equation 7 to obtain cross-correlation,
the obtained cross-correlation can briefly be expressed by the
following Equation 8.

j2/I6
Tdcc(d) = exp[#d(a' + 1) + ] [Equamm 8]
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-continued

Zexp(%(k + d)(k + 4 +1)]k

( j2:r:(1f|/I I ]exp N c

j7rM j2rr6 _
= exp Td(d+ l) + Td C(dM/N,x)

It is noted from the Equation 8 that since C(dM/N;x)
always has a size of 1 and an exponential term also has a size
of 1, tl1e cross-correlation is always lixed at 1.

After all, characteristics of the related art CAZAC

sequence can be maintained by the Equation 5 and at the same
time the number of codes can be increased. This means that

the result in the area where the exponential terms are multi-
plied is equal to applying circular shift to the Fourier trans-
formed area, and multiplying exponential sequences in the
time domain is equal to performing circular shit’: in the fre-
quency domain.

In other words, it is noted that if correlation between two
sequences p(k;M,N,d1) and p(k;M,N,d2) of which seed val-
ues are equal to each other is obtained, impulse occurs in a
point where a delay value (1 in cross-correlation reaches
d1-d2. Although design of the improved sequence as above
has the same result as that of circular shift of the CAZAC

sequence, this embodiment ofthe present invention is advan-
tageous in that the result can be obtained by a simple proce-
dure such as multiplying two exponential sequences without
Fourier inverse transform after Fourier transform and circular
shift.

Hereinafter, a method of improving data transmission reli-
ability of a preamble by performing predetermined data pro-
cessing for the related art code sequence and a method ol‘
expanding a length of a code sequence when data are simul-
taneously transmitted will be described. If the CAZAC
sequence is used as the code sequence, the CAZAC sequence
expanded by the above method is preferably used. However,
the CAZAC sequence is not necessarily limited to the
CAZAC sequence expanded by the above method, and the
related art CAZAC sequence may be used.

First of all, a structure of transmission data, i.e., preamble,
which is commonly applied to the embodiments of the
present invention, will be described.

In a 3GPP LTE (Long Term Evolution) system, a transmit-
ter can repeatedly transmit the same sequence two times or
more so as to allow a receiver to easily detect transmission
data or improve additional detection perfonnance (i.e._.
increase of spreading gain). Accordingly, since the receiver
only needs to detect repetitive patterns regardless of the type
ofthe received sequence, it can simply identify time position
of a user equipment which accesses the RACH and improve
detection performance.

FIG. 11 is a diagram illustrating a structure of a preamble
according to one embodiment of the present invention. In an
orthogonal frequency divisional transmission system, a
cyclic prefix (CP) is used, in which the last part of OFDM
symbol is copied and then prefixed to the OFDM symbol to
compensate a multi-path loss in signal transmission. Accord-
ingly, if the OFDM symbol consists of two repetitive pre-
ambles, a part of the preamble of the later order is copied in
the first part by CP to enable compensation of the multi-path
loss for the corresponding preamble. Also, the CP is advan-
tageous in that it is easy to identify user equipments which
access different RACHs in case of CAZAC having good
periodic correlation.
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Since inter-symbol interference does not occur even
though a single sequence is transmitted by prefixing CP
thereto instead of repetitive transmission of sequence, a pre-
determined receiving algorithm can be realized in the fre-
quency domain without any problem. I lowever, ifthe receiver
realizes a receiving algorithm in the time domain with neither
repetitive transmission nor CP, the receiver should detect all
kinds of code sequences to identify user equipments which
access the RACH. In this respect, the preamble is preferably
realized by a structure of a repetitive pattern. At this time,
whether to realize a repetition pattern can be determined
depending on a data rate supported by the system or the
number of repetitive times can be determined if a repetitive
pattern is realized. For example, to support a minimum data
rate supported by the system, RACH preamble can repeatedly
be transmitted one or more times depending on the length of
the sequence.

First to fourth embodiments which will be described later

relate to a data processing method ofa sequence constituting
the struct.ure of the preamble. In these embodiments, dat.a
transmitted to the receiver could be the structure of the pre-
amble of FIG. 11 or a partially omitted structure (having
neither repetitive transmission nor CP). Although it is
assumed that the CAZAC sequence is used as the code
sequence for data transmission, the code sequence is not
necessarily limited to the CAZAC sequence. Every sequence
having excellent transmission characteristic, such as IIadar-
mad code and gold code, can be used as the code sequence.

<First Embodiment>

To transmit data, a landmark that can be identified is gen-
erally required for a transmission signal constituting data. In
this embodiment, conjugation is used as the landmark. Since
a phase variation width between a conjugated transmission
signal and other transmission signal is very great, interference
between transmission signals decreases, whereby reliability
of data transmission can be improved in spite of influence of
channel.

FIG. 12 illustrates a method of transmitting data through
conjugation according to one embodiment of the present
invention. In the embodiment of FIG. 12, one CAZAC
sequence is divided into four blocks, and ‘O ’ or ‘1 ’ indicates
whether to perform conjugate for each block. For example, it
may he promised that a block which is not conjugated is
expressed by ‘0 ’, and a block which is conjugated is
expressed by ‘ 1.’ In this way, one CAZAC sequence can
express in.formation of 4 bits. In other words, if one CAZAC
sequence is divided ir1to N number of blocks, information of
N bits can be expressed.

At this time, in a single CAZAC sequence of a long length
corresponding to a length of transmission data, a part of the
single CAZAC sequence, which corresponds to a specific
block having a value of 1, may be conjugated. Also, in a
plurality of CAZAC sequences of a short length correspond-
ing to each block length of transmission data, a CAZAC
sequence corresponding to a specific block having a value of
1 may be conjugated.

FIG. 13 is a diagram illustrating an example ofa method of
receiving and decoding the sequence transmitted through
conjugation from the transmitter in accordance with one
embodiment of the present invention.

It is preferable that the transmitter always allocates a value
of 0 to the first block of the transmission data so that the first

block is used as a reference later. Accordingly, the receiver
identifies sequence ID for the received first block (S1 'l0'l_),
and then measures a peak by using only the corresponding
block (S1102). Next, the receiver identifies sequence IDs for
the first and second blocks (S1103), and then measures a peak
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by using the first and second blocks together. At this time,
since it is unclear whether the sequence ofthe second block is
in the conjugated status, the receiver respectively measures a
peak corresponding to the case where the corresponding
block is conjugated (S1104) and a peak corresponding to the 5
case where the corresponding block is not conjugated
(S1105), and then selects greater one of the two peaks
(S1106). Subsequently, the receiver identifies sequence IDs
for the first to third blocks (S1107), and then measures a peak
by using the first to third blocks together. In this case, since it
is unclear whether the sequence of the third block is iii the
conjugated status, the receiver respectively measures a peak
corresponding to the case where the corresponding block is
conjugated (S1108) and a peak corresponding to the case
where the corresponding block is not conjugated (S1109),
and then selects greater one of the two peaks (S1110). In this
way, decoding is performed for the first block to the last block
so that the original data is finally decoded.

<Second I tmbodiment>

FIG. 14 is a diagram illustrating a method of transmitting
data using a sequence according to another preferred embodi-
ment of the present invention. Although data transmission is
performed by change ofthe sequence in the first embodiment,
in this embodiment, a type of a sequence for expressing one
block is divided into a sequence (first sequence) for a block
value of ‘0 ’ and a sequence (second sequence) for a block
value of ‘ 1 ,’ and the first and second sequence are grouped. In
this case, since the receiver detects only sequence ID (ID of
the first sequence or ID of the second sequence) for each 30
block, the receiver is less affected by noise or channel.

All sequences are expressed by one group “ {c0fl(;M,.), cl (k;

Mj)}” by grouping two sub-sequences (first sequence and
second sequence) (i and j are integers different from each
other). In this case, c0(k;M,.) is the Iirst sequence for the block 35

value of 0 (or bit value), and c1(k;Mj) is the second sequence
for the block value of 1. At this time, a CAZAC sequence of
a long length corresponding to a length of transmission data
may be used as each sub-sequence constituting each group.
Alternatively, a CAZAC sequence of a short length corre-
sponding to each block length of transmission data may be
used as each sub-sequence constituting each group.

Meanwhile, the receiver identifies sequence ID of each
block, and identifies a type of the sequence (first sequence or
second sequence) for each block from a sequence ID set
consisting of the identified sequence IDs. At this time, the
type ofthe sequence for each block canbe expressed by group
ID. In other words, in this embodiment, since it is assumed
that code values of each block can be expressed by 0 and 1,
two types ofthe sequence for each block or two types ofgroup
ID are obtained. The code values of each block can be

restored through group ID. This decoding procedure will be
described in detail with reference to FIG. 15.

The receiver identifies sequence ID of each block consti-
tuting a corresponding sequence if the sequence is received
(S1501), and measures a peak for a sequence ID set consisting
ofthe identified sequence IDs (S1502). 111 this case, two peaks
having high frequency in generation are selected (S1503) so
that sequences which generate the corresponding peaks are
identified as the first sequence and the second sequence con-
stituting the group. At this time, if the first sequence and the
second sequence are expressed by predetermined group IDs,
respectively, first group ID indicating a code value of 0 and
second group ID indicating a code value of I can be identified.
After all, group ID ofeach block can be identified through the
step S1503 (S1504), and thus the code value ofeach block can
be identified (S1508).
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If sequence IDs that can not identify group ID exist due to
error occurring during the decoding procedure, peaks are
searched for a set of corresponding sequence IDs (S1505),
and among the peaks, two powerful peaks are detected
(S1506) so that group I] )s are again identified from the
detected powerful peaks (S1507). Subsequently, code values
of the corresponding blocks can be identified from the iden-
tified group IDs (S1508).

<Third Embodiment>

FIG. 16 is a diagram illustrating a method of transmitting
data using a sequence according to anotherpreferred embodi-
ment of the present invention.

If the second embodiment is more expanded, a total num-
ber of data bits that can be transmitted through one group can
be increased. For example, if two sequences are defined as
one group like the second embodiment, data of 1 bit per block
canbe transmitted. Iffour sequences are defined as one group,
data of 2 bits per block can be transmitted. If eight sequences
are defined as one group, data of 3 bits per block can be
transmitted. However, si.nce a pluralit.y of sequences are
grouped and defined as one set, a problem occurs in that ifthe
length of each sequence is short, the number of groups that
can be selected is decreased in proportion to the short length
of each sequence.

Accordingly, it is necessary to expand the length of the
sequence to increase the number of groups that can be
selected. To this end, in this embodiment, the length of the
sequence for each block is expanded while respective
sequences are multi-overlapped as shown in FIG. 16B and
independence is maintained owing to transmission delay
between the overlapped sequences.

Referring to FIG. 16(a), a data value of 2 bits is given to
each block. Accordingly, a sequence group for each block
consists of four different CAZAC sequences. Since each
CAZAC sequence constituting the sequence group should
identify four values, a group size should be increased corre-
spondingly. However, in this case, a problem occurs in that
the number of groups that can be used by each base station is
decreased. Accordingly, as shown in FIG. 16, the length of
each CAZAC sequence is expanded as much as need be while
a predetermined delay is given to each CAZAC sequence
during data transmission, whereby independence is n1ain-
tained between the respective CAZAC sequences.

Meanwhile, the receiver identifies ID of a corresponding
block based on the order of each CAZAC sequence repre-
sented in the time/frequency domain, and its method of
decoding a code value from corresponding block ID is almost
identical with that of the second embodiment. Hereinafter, a
data decoding procedure of the receiver will be described in
detail with reference to FIG. 17.

The receiver identifies sequence ID of each block consti-
tuting a corresponding sequence if the sequence is received
(S1701), and measures a peak for a sequence ID set consisting
of the identified sequence IDs (S1702). In this embodiment,
since one block expresses two bits, first, second, third and
four sequences which express 00, 01, 10, 11 form one group.
Accordingly, the receiver should select 4 peaks having high
frequency in generation as a result ofmeasurement (S1703).
In this case, the selected peaks are respectively mapped to the
first, second, third and fourth sequences in accordance with
the order represented in the time/frequency domain. Also, if
the first sequence to the fourth sequence are expressed by
predetermined group IDs, respectively, first group ID indicat-
ing a code value of 00, second group ID indicating a code
value of 01, third group ID indicating a code value of 10, and
fourth group ID indicating a code value of 11 can be identi-
fied. After all, group ID of each block can be identified
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through the step S1703 (S1704), and thus the code value of
each block can be identified (S1708).

If sequence IDs that can not identify group ID exist due to
error occurring during the decoding procedure, peaks are
again searched for a set of corresponding sequence IDs
(S1705), and among the peaks, four powerful peaks are
detected (S1706) so that group IDs are again identified from
the detected powerful peaks (S1707). Subsequently, code
values ofthe corresponding blocks can be identified from the
identified group IDs (S1708).

<Fourth Embodiment>

FIG. 18 is a diagram illustrating a method of transmitting
data using a sequence according to another preferred e1nbodi-
ment of the present invention.

In the case that the second embodiment and the third

embodiment are more expanded, the signal position is
changed through pulse position modulation (PPM) so that the
length of the sequence can be expanded logically. The PPM
originally transmits data with relative pulse delay but PPM
based on start position ofthe sequence is used in this embodi-
ment.

If bits of data to be transmitted are detennined, the base

station selects a sequence to be used for transmission of
corresponding data and determines a length of a block for
applying PPM to a corresponding sequence and a length of a
duration constituting each block. A sequence corresponding
to each block is separately required when a preamble is gen-
erated. However, in this embodiment, since circular shift

equivalent to a specific duration within a specific block con-
stituting a corresponding sequence is applied for the same
sequence, the respective sequences are originally the same as
one another but are identified from one another by circular
shift.

For example, assuming that one sequence length is divided
into four blocks (block 1 to block 4) and each block is
expressed by 2 bits, each block is again divided into four
durations (duration 1 to duration 4) to express values of “O0,
01, 10, 1 1 .” At this time, four durations included in one block

are used as start identification positions of circular shifi for a
sequence corresponding to a corresponding block. Ifa pre-
amble to be transmitted has a total length of 256, block 1 can
have a circular shift value of 0~63, block 2 64~127, block 3
128~195, and block 4 196~255. If a specific sequence to be
used for transmission ofthe preamble is determined and “O0”
is transmitted throughblock 1, sequence 1 undergoes circular
shift so that a start position is arranged in duration 1 (0~ 1 5) of
block 1. If “I0” is transmitted to block 2, sequence 2 under-
goes circular shift so that a start position is arranged i.n dura-
tion3 (96~1 1 1) ofblock2. In this way, circular shift is applied
for the other blocks and then the respective sequences (se-
quence 1 to sequence 4) are grouped into one to generate one
preamble. In this case, the number ofblocks can be generated
from 1 to every random number. Also, a minimum unit of
Circular shift can be limited to more than a certain value

consid.ering channel or t.i1ning error.
Meanwhile, the receiver identifies respective sub

sequences (sequence 1 to sequence 4) constituting corre-
sponding sequences by data processing the transmitted
sequences, and searches a start position of each of the iden-
tified sequences to perform data decoding. This will be
described in detail with reference to FIG. 19.

If a sequence is received in the receiver (S'l90'l_), the
receiver detects ID of the corresponding sequence (S1903)
and perfonns full correlation through predetermined data
processing for a total of received signals (received sequence)
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by using the detected result (S1905).At this time, a full search
algorithm or a differential search algorithm can be used for
detection of the sequence ID.

Since the received signal is transmitted from the transmit-
terby gathering a plurality of sequences, the signal which has
undergone the correlation includes aplurality ofpeaks. In this
embodiment, four peaks are detected, and the receiver deter-
mines whether each of the detected peaks corresponds to
which one ofblock 1 to block 4 and also corresponds to which
duration ofa corresponding block (S1909) to decode bit order
and bit value of the original data (S1911).

The method of effectively transmitting the preamble
sequence and message through the RACH has been described
as above. Finally, a procedure of transmitting a preamble
from a user equipment HIE) to a base station (Node-B) and
performing synchronization between both the user equip-
ment and the base station will be described based on two
embodiments. FIG. 20A and FIG. 20B illustrate the two
embodiments.

In the embodiment of FIG. 20A, synchronization is per-
formed in such a marmerthe user equipment accesses the base
station only once. In other words, ifthe user equipment trans-
mits a preamble and a messing including infonnation
required for synchronization to the base station (S2001), the
base station transmits timing information to the user equip-
ment (S2003) and at the same time allocates a resource for
transmission of uplink data (S2005). The user equipment
transmits the uplink data to the base station through the allo-
cated resource (S2007).

In the embodiment of FIG. 20B, for synchronization, the
user equipment accesses the base station twice. In other
words, ifthe user equipment transmits a preamble to the base
station (S201 1), the base station transmits timing information
to the user equipment and at the same time allocates a
resource for a request of scheduling (S2013). The user equip-
ment transmits a message for a request of scheduling to the
base station through the allocated resource (S2015). Then, the
base station allocates a resource for transmission of uplink
data to the user equipment (S2017). In this way, the user
equipment transmits to the uplink data to the base station
through the secondly allocated resource (S2019).

1" 1G. 21 is a diagram illustrating a method of transmitting
data to a receiver through a signaling charmel in accordance
with one embodiment of the present invention.

Since the receiver should search a start position of a trans-
mission signal in actually realizing the random access chan-
nel, it is generally designed that the random access charmel
has a specific pattern in the time domain. To this end, a
preamble sequence may be used so that the random access
signal originally has a repetitive pattern. Alternatively, a cer-
tain interval may be maintained between sub-carriers in the
frequency domain to obtain repetitive characteristics in the
time domain. Accordingly, the access modes of FIG. 6A and
FIG. 6B are characterized in that the start position of the
transmission signal should easily be searched in the time
domain. To this end, the CAZAC sequence is used. The
CAZAC sequence can be classilied into GCL sequence
(Equation 1) and Zadoff-Chu sequence (Equation 2). Mean-
while, a specific sequence of a long length is preferably used
to transmit unique information of the user equipment or the
base station through RACH (Random Access Channel) or
SCH (Synchronization Charmel). This is because that the
receiver easily detects corresponding ID and more various
kinds of sequences can he used to provide convenience for
system design.

However, if message is transmitted with corresponding ID
at a sequence of a long length, since the quantity of the
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message is increased by logz function, there is limitation in
message passing with ID only when the sequence exceeds a
certain length. Accordingly, in this embodiment, the
sequence is divided by several short blocks, and a short sig-
nature sequence corresponding to data to be transmitted to
each block ofthe sequence is used instead of specific manipu-
lation such as conjugation or negation.

Referring to FIG. 21, the sequence is divided into a prede-
termined number of blocks, and a short signature sequence
corresponding to data to be transmitted is applied for each of
the divided blocks. A long CAZAC sequence is multiplied by
combination of the blocks for which tl1e short signature
sequence is applied, whereby a final data sequence to be
transmitted to the receiver is completed.

In this case, assuming that the short signature sequence
consists offour signatures, the following signature sets canbe
used. Also, if there is difference between respective data
constituting the signature sets, any other signature set may be
used without specific limitation.

1) Modulation values: {l+j, 1—j, —l—j, —1+j}
2) Exponential sequence: {[exp(]'w0n)], [exp(]'w1n_)], [exP

(jw,,n)], [exP(jw3n]}, where n=O . . . Ns, and Ns is a length of
each block

3)WalshHadamardsequence: {[1ll1], [1-11-1], [ll-1-1],
[l-1-11]}, where, ifthe length N5 ofeach block is longer than
4, each sequence is repeated to adjust the length.

Examples of the long CAZAC sequence that can be used in
the embodiment of FIG. 21 include, but not limited to, one

GCL CAZAC sequence, Zadoff-Chu CAZAC sequence, and
a sequence generated by concatenation of two or more short
GCL or Zadoff-Chu CAZAC sequences having the same
length or different lengths.

'lhe aforementioned manner of applying a short signature
sequence for data transmission and reception to the long
CAZAC sequence is advantageous in that it is less affected by
channel than the related art modulation method of transmis-

sion data and performance is little decreased even though the
number of bits constituting one signature is increased.

FIG. 22 illustrates an example ofa receiver and a transmit-
ter for transmitting a preamble and data through RACH, SCH
or other channel by using the aforementioned manner.

Since the number of bits can be increased in accordance

with increase ofsignatures, channel coding can be applied for
the transmitter. If channel coding is performed, time/fre-
quency diversity can be obtained through an interleaver. Also,
bit to signature mapping can be performed to minimize a bit
error rate. In this case, Gray mapping can be used. The
sequence which has undergone this procedure is mixed with
CAZAC and then transmitted.

The receiver detects CAZAC ID, and calculates a log-
likelihood ratio (LLR) for each of bits. Then, the receiver
decodes transmission data through a channel decoder. Con-
sidering complexity according to sequence search of the
receiver configured as shown ir1 FIG. 22, the transmitter pref-
erably uses an exponential sequence as a signature sequence.
In this case, the receiver can simply search CAZAC ID
through phase difference Fourier Transfonn. Afterwards, the
receiver can again simply calculate LLR from the signature
through Fourier Transform.

According to the present invention, the structure on the
frequency axis/time axis of the RACH can be identified more
definitely. Also, since the RACII resource is divisionally dis-
tributed for each frame, even though the user equipment fails
to access a specific RACH, the user equipment can directly
access RACH of the next frame, whereby access to the base
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station is improved. Moreover, the user equipment can easily
access the RACH even ir1 case of a trafiic area of which QoS
condition is strict.

Furthermore, according to the present invention, since
information is transmitted and received between the user

equipment and the base station by using the code sequence,
time/frequency diversity can be maximized, and performance
attenuation due to influence of channel can be alleviated

through the signature manner.
According to the present invention, since the total length of

the corresponding sequence can be used with maintaining the
advantage of the code sequence according to the related art,
data transmission can be perfonned more efficiently. Also,
since the code sequence undergoes predetermined data pro-
cessing, the quantity of information to be transmitted can be
increased and the transmitted data becomes robust to noise or
channel.

It will be apparent to those skilled in the art that the present
invention can be embodied in other specific forms without
departing from the spirit. and essential characteristics of the
invention. Thus, the above embodiments are to be considered

in all respects as illustrative and not restrictive. The scope of
the invention should be determined by reasonable interpreta-
tion of the appended claims and all change which comes
within the equivalent scope of the invention are included m
the scope of the invention.
Industrial Applicability

The present invention is applicable to a wireless commu-
nication system such as a mobile communication system or a
wireless Internet system.

The invention claimed is:

1. A method of transmitting a preamble sequence in a
mobile communication system, the method comprising:

repeating a specilic sequence, having a length (L), N times
to generate a consecutive sequence having a length
(N*L);

generating said preamble sequence by concatenating a
single cyclic prefix (CP) to a front end of said consecu-
tive sequence; and

transmitting, on a random access channel, said preamble
sequence to a receiving side.

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising generating
said specific sequence from a Constant Amplitude Zero Auto
Correlation (CAZAC) sequence.

3. The method of claim 2, further comprising applying a
cyclic shift to said specific sequence generated from said
CAZAC sequence.

4. The method of claim 3, wherein a value of said applied
cyclic shift is determined as an integer multiple of a prede-
termined circular shift unit.

5. The method of claim 3, wherein a value of said applied
cyclic shift is used as additional information.

6. The method of claim 3, wherein applying said cyclic
shift comprises multiplying said specific sequence by an
exponential sequence.

7. The method of claim 1, further comprising generating
said specific sequence by combining at least two code
sequences mapped with at least one information bit.

8. A transmitter for transmitting a preamble sequence in a
mobile communication system, the transmitter comprising:

a preamble generation unit configured to generate said
preamble sequence by repeating a specific sequence,
having a length (L), N times to generate a consecutive
sequence having a length (N*L) and concatenating a
single cyclic prefix (CP) to a front end of said consecu-
tive sequence;
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a transmission unit configured to transmit, on a random
access channel, said preamble sequence to a receiving
side.

9. The transmitter of claim 8, wherein said preamble gen-
eration unit is further configured to generate said specific
sequence from a Constant Amplitude Zero Auto Correlation
(CAZAC) sequence.

10. The transmitter of claim 9, wherein said preamble
generation unit is fiirther configured to apply a cyclic shift to
said specific sequence generated from said CAZAC
sequence.

11. The transmitter of claim 10, wherein a value 01' said
applied cyclic shift is determined as an integer multiple of a
predetermined circular shift unit.

12. The transmitter of claim 10, wherein a Value of said
applied cyclic shift is used as additional information.
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13. The transmitter of claim 10, wherein said preamble
generation unit is further configured to apply said cyclic shift
by multiplying said specific sequence by an exponential
sequence.

14. The transmitter of claim 8, wherein said preamble
generation unit is further configured to generate said specific
sequence by combining at least two code sequences mapped
with at least one information bit.

15. The method of claim 1, wherein:
said consecutive sequence comprises at least a first

sequence, a second sequence, and anN-th sequence; and
said CP is identical to a rear part of said N-th sequence.
16. The transmitter of claim 8, wherein:
said consecutive sequence comprises at least a first

sequence, a second sequence, and an N-th sequence; and
said CP is identical to a rear part of said N-th sequence.

% * =14 * =14
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